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Abstract

Within this thesis two different ways of integrating fluorescence spectroscopy
into the search for interatomic processes after resonant excitation of neon-
krypton clusters are presented.
Evidence for radiative charge transfer is shown in fluorescence data proposing
an electron-photon correlation manifesting itself in the fluorescence signal.
The advantages of coincident particle measurements for enhancing resonant
interatomic coulomb decay signals are illustrated and discussed using electron-
photon coincidence data from neon-krypton clusters.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The scope of this thesis is (in more general terms) to provide an overview
of fundamental questions about processes in certain quantum mechanical
systems and experimental techniques to study these. More specifically, the
quantum systems of interest in this thesis are conglomerates of particles called
cluster.
Investigations of different quantum systems have been performed and are still
pursued in current experiments by several research communities. A promi-
nent example of this is the atom and molecular physics community trying
to discover and describe phenomena in quantum systems consisting of single
atoms or molecules. Only very recently have researchers started to look into
the processes within atomic or molecular cluster systems. Since clusters act
as a bridge between single particles and complex systems, it is indispensable
for a deeper understanding to further investigate these conglomerates of par-
ticles.
So far, we are able to solve the equations associated with just few interact-
ing particles analytically. For the behaviour of many interacting particles,
approximations and numerical approaches have to be used. The existing
models are very accurate for certain many-particle-systems, as solid state
physics demonstrates, but a more complete understanding of the transition
from few particle behaviour to a complex system of interacting particles is
needed. Additionally, the complex interplay of particles is a phenomena fre-
quently observed in nature.
The question arises, if the interplay of multiple particles does open up new
interaction possibilities or decay channels for the particles. And, indeed,
around 25 years ago Lorentz Cederbaum performed the following Gedanken-
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experiment : He calculated new electronic decay channels for atoms bound
by weak interacting forces to other atoms. Cederbaum predicted that an
energetic excitation in one atom of the cluster could be transferred to a
neighbouring atom and used to ionize this neighbour (the decay channel
was named Interatomic Coulomb Decay or ICD). The predictions could be
confirmed experimentally less than 10 years later using charged particle spec-
troscopy, a traditional tool of atom and molecular physics.

Within this field of research and the different cluster systems imaginable,
this thesis will focus on rare gas cluster, which consist of rare gas atoms
bound together by van-der-Waals forces. The binding potentials of such in-
teractions are small compared to thermal energies of particles under normal
conditions. Although this means that rare gas clusters are not common in
nature, they provide a good laboratory environment for simulating dense me-
dia such as is found in biological tissue. Furthermore, using rare gas atoms is
convenient due to their simplicity in terms of mathematical description and
experimental handling.
The experimental methods used in this work are focusing on fluorescence
spectroscopy. The group around Professor Arno Ehresmann (AGE) from the
Universität Kassel were the first to measure evidence of ICD like processes
in fluorescence spectra of clusters, thereby establishing a new experimental
detection method within the atomic and molecular cluster community. This
thesis will deal with some distinct advantages and disadvantage of detecting
fluorescence signals from cluster systems.
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At first, the goal of this work is to give a brief overview of fluorescence
spectroscopy applied to the search for cluster-specific electronic decay mech-
anisms. For this, an exemplary analysis of two fluorescence experiments
conducted on homogeneous neon-neon and heterogeneous neon-krypton clus-
ter is presented. In order to paint a full picture, the following chapter will
concentrate on theoretical background of atomic physics and cluster-specific
processes, as well as explain the basic experimental techniques of fluorescence
and coincidence spectroscopy.
The analytical part of the thesis stresses the difference of properties of atomic
and interatomic processes and the usefulness of establishing a variety of well
studied detection methods.
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter will deal with the theoretical and experimental basics that are
needed to follow the process of data acquisition and analysis. In order to gain
an understanding of the implications of intermolecular electronic processes,
one first has to consider the underlying concepts of quantum mechanics.

2.1 Fundamental Physical Background

There have been numerous books and lectures on quantum mechanics, which
this chapter will try to shortly summarize. The literature is pointed out for
deeper mathematical background [1][2].

Quantum Mechanics and Atoms

For the last century, physicists used the formalisms of quantum mechanics in
order to describe electronic processes in atoms and molecules. This includes
finding the properties of the particle in its energetic ground state, as well, as
investigating decay mechanisms after these have been promoted into excited
states.
One important mathematical tool underlying the description of quantum
mechanics is given by the Schrödinger equation

Ĥ |Ψ(t)〉 = i~
∂

∂t
|Ψ(t)〉 , (2.1)

introducing the Hamilton operator Ĥ, the state vector |Ψ〉, the imaginary
unit i and the reduced Planck constant ~.
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The Schrödinger equation is a differential equation describing the evolution
of the state vector |Ψ〉 over time, where this vector is defined in a Hilbert
space and characterizes the quantum mechanical system.
The Hamilton operator (or Hamiltonian) describes a quantum system’s total
energy. Its eigenvalues are all the possibly measurable energies. Solving the
Schrödinger equation for small (hydrogen-like) atoms is analytically possible.
For this, one assumes a stationary system, which breaks equation (2.1) down
to

Ĥ |Ψ〉 = E |Ψ〉 . (2.2)

This time-independent (or stationary) Schrödinger equation is an eigenvalue
equation, with the energy E being the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian Ĥ and
the state vectors |Ψ〉 being the eigenfunctions of Ĥ.
For the simplest case, a hydrogen atom, the Hamiltonian can be described
as the sum of the kinetic energy of the electron T̂ and the potential energy
landscape V̂ formed by the Coulomb force of the nucleus acting upon the
electron

Ĥ = T̂ + V̂ =
p̂2

2µ
+

e2

4πε0|~r|
. (2.3)

With the momentum operator p̂ = −i~∇ and the reduced mass µ of the
system. Also using the natural constants of the elementary charge e, the
vacuum permittivity epsilon0 and π. The whole equation depends on the
relative position ~r between the nucleus and the electron.
Solving equation (2.2) with the Hamiltonian (2.3) is done using spherical
coordinates, which makes handling the spherical symmetry of the potential
easier. By doing so the components of T̂ and V̂ in the spherical representation
can be separated into one part only depending on the distance r and one part
only depending on the angles θ and ϕ. These two parts are solved by the
radial function Rnl(r) and the spherical harmonics Ylm(ϕ, θ) respectively [2].
These separated functions together form the total wave function Ψnlm(r, ϕ, θ)
of an electron in the potential of a hydrogen nucleus

Ψnlm(r, ϕ, θ) = Rnl(r)Ylm(ϕ, θ) . (2.4)

Rnl(r) and Ylm(ϕ, θ) introduce three numbers, n, l and m, which will turn
out to be useful for a description of electronic energy states for atoms, the
quantum numbers.
n is the principle quantum number, which puts the different energy states of
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an electron within an atom into perspective depending on the mean distance
of the electron from the nucleus. Electrons having the same quantum num-
ber n are said to occupy the same electron shell of the atom. The quantum
number l is called the azimuthal (or orbital angular momentum) quantum
number. It corresponds to a classical view of an electron possessing an an-
gular momentum on its way around the nucleus and determines the shape of
the electron’s atomic orbital. The magnetic quantum number m further de-
fines the orientation of the angular momentum l. The spin quantum number
s is omitted at this point for simplicity reasons.
The quantum numbers are restricted to the values

n ∈ N/0 (2.5)

l = 0, 1, 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
s,p,d,...

, ..., n− 1 (2.6)

m = −l,−l + 1, ..., 0, ..., l − 1, l , (2.7)

which directly displays an important aspect of quantum mechanics, its quan-
tization. It can be seen by solving the stationary Schrödinger equation (2.2)
using the Hamiltonian (2.3) and the found wave function (2.4)

〈Ψnlm| Ĥ |Ψnlm〉 = Enlm , (2.8)

that the energies Enlm of a considered quantum system, will depend on the
quantum numbers and only be able to take on discrete energy values.
Figure 2.1 schematically shows the electronic configuration of a neon atom.
The concept of quantized energy levels is visualized using horizontal lines on
which the gray balls represent the electrons. The quantum numbers n and
l of each level are noted to the left of the respective horizontal line. The
letters represent the angular momentum quantum number l as mentioned
in the under brace of equation (2.6). The multiple lines denoted with np
are sketching unoccupied orbitals that are still bound to the atom. These
are, in the case of the later data analysis, p orbitals of principle quantum
number n > 2 (other orbitals of quantum number l 6= 1 are omitted for
simplicity reasons). The energies to the right of the shells accounts for its
binding energy. This is the energy incoming radiation needs to introduce to
an electron from the respective shell in order to lift it into the vacuum state.
The vacuum state is shown in the figure above the thick black line at the
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top. An electron above this threshold is a free particle. Here, the nucleus
potential is essentially zero and the electron is not effected by it any more.
Equation (2.8) essantially states that electrons that are bound to nuclei will

Ne
1s 870.2 eV
2s 48.47 eV

2p 21.56 eV

np ˜ 1 eV

vacuum

E

0

Figure 2.1: Scheme of the electronic configuration of a neon atom. The gray
balls represent the electrons of the atom occupying different shells corre-
sponding to the energy levels En that were described by the solution of the
Schrödinger equation (2.8). The different orbitals are shown by the horizon-
tal lines and named by the number and letter to the left of the line. The
number is the value of the principle quantum n, while the letter represents
the azimuthal quantum number l (s: l = 0, p: l = 1 ). The multiple lines
denoted with np are showing the closely lying Rydberg states of neon with
n ∈ N>2. To the right of the horizontal lines there are the binding energies of
each orbital. Above the thick black line at the top lies the vacuum state for
the electrons, where the potential of the atom’s nucleus is essentially zero.

occupy certain discrete energy levels Enlm. In the scheme of figure 2.1 this
means that electrons do not occupy any space in between the lines. Further,
the configuration shown in this picture is the electronic configuration with
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the lowest total energy of the system, the energetic ground state. or simply
ground state This means especially, that no electronic transitions into lower
lying states are possible due to another interesting phenomena of quantum
mechanics, the Pauli’s exclusion principle. It states that no two fermions
(particles with half-numbered spin, e.g. electrons with s = ±1

2
) can posses

the exact same set of quantum numbers.
The reason figure 2.1 shows multiple electrons on the same energy line is the
omitted quantum numbers m and s. In the scheme only n and l were taken
into consideration. All the electrons with same n and l quantum number
posses the same energy in this schemeand are hence described as energetically
degenerate regarding m and s. Therefore, six electrons occupy the 2p orbital,
since p corresponds to l = 1, which means the magnetic quantum number
takes on the values m = −1, 0, 1 and each m creating an own subshells.
Further, each subshell can contain electrons of two different spins s = ±1

2
.

For the s shells (s meaning l = 0) equation (2.7) results in only one m
subshellsn again filled by two electrons with different spin quantum numbers
s.

Light-Matter Interaction: Theory

Light-matter interaction refers to the interaction between electromagnetic
waves and the fundamental building blocks of matter, i.e. atoms or molecules.
Figure 2.1 shows the energy landscape of a stationary neon atom. But how
does it change when energy is introduced into the system? For such an in-
vestigation the concepts of light-matter interaction are of high importance
[3].
The most commonly used tool for investigating light-matter interaction ex-
perimentally is spectroscopy, the interrogation of matter with light. This
method cannot ”see” the atom or molecule itself, but rather the influence it
has on the light. By detecting the light after the interaction and comparing
it to theoretical models, it is possible to make statements about the elec-
tronic processes happening (other excitation regimes not shown in this work
can also resolve molecular vibration or rotational levels). This means, both
spectroscopy and theoretical framework go hand in hand and are dependent
on each other.
Light-matter interaction can be modelled mathematically using a semi-classical
picture (for a full quantum mechanical picture one has to introduce the con-
cepts of quantum electrodynamics QED [4]). However, the principle ideas
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are the same in both semi-classical and QED model. The Hamiltonian Ĥ
describing an atomic system interacting with light can be separated into time
dependent and independent parts

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + Ĥ ′(t) . (2.9)

The stationary Hamiltonian Ĥ0 describes the atom or molecule with no light
interaction as it was discussed in the previous section. This part has no
time dependence and is formulated in the quantum mechanical picture. The
time-dependent part Ĥ ′(t) can be viewed as a perturbation acting on the
stationary atom or molecule.
To define the perturbation more closely in a semi-classical description of
electromagnetic waves interacting with charges, the vector potential Â(~r, t)
and the scalar potential φ of the electromagnetic field are used. Â(~r, t) is
needed in order to describe the time evolution of the electromagnetic field
propagation in space and time. φ can be neglected by choosing the Coulomb
gauge and arguing that the contribution of the scalar potential compared
to the nucleus potential included in the stationary Hamiltonian Ĥ0 is small.
Therefore, the perturbation part Ĥ ′(t) of the Hamiltonian Ĥ can be written
as

Ĥ ′(t) =
N∑
j=1

qj
mj

Â · p̂j +
q2
j

2mj

Â2 . (2.10)

Summing here over all charged particles j with mass mj and charge qj inter-
acting with the field of the radiation (first part of the sum). The second part
of the sum, which is proportional to the square of the vector potential, can be
dropped, since perturbation theory only considers small perturbations to the
stationary system. Therefore, this ansatz will hold only for low intensities of
the incoming electromagnetic wave, which eventually makes the squared part
of the sum small compared to the nucleus potential. Generally, one has to
consider this part only for high light intensities I > 1015 W/cm2, e.g. strong
laser light.

Using Â = ~A0e
−i~k~r the Hamiltonian Ĥ ′hydrogen(t) for a hydrogen atom can be

obtained [5]

Ĥ ′hydrogen(t) = ~A0e
−i~k~r e

me

p̂ . (2.11)
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~A0 carries the information about the amplitude and polarisation of the elec-
tromagnetic wave and ~k is the wave vector.
When the wavelength of the electromagnetic wave is big compared to the
atomic radius, it is a fair assumption to expand the exponential function

e−i
~k~r =

∞∑
n=0

(i~k~r)n

n!
(2.12)

and consider only the first order (n = 0), which will contribute to the Hamil-
tonian with a factor 1. This approximation is called the dipole approxima-
tion.
The experiments examined in the following chapters involve X-ray excitation
energies of the order of 101 eV, which translates into a wavelength of the
order of λ ≈ 101 nm. Thus, the approximation is useful in the presented
case, nevertheless, higher order multipole moments have to be considered,
generally.
Taking the dipole approximation into account (2.11) becomes

Ĥ ′hydrogen(t) = ~A0
e

me

p̂ . (2.13)

Finally, it is known from perturbation theory that the transition probability
Wfi between an initial state |i〉 and a final state |f〉 depends only on the

perturbation part of the Hamiltonian Ĥ ′. This, again, is a series expansion
from which only the first order is considered

Wfi =
2π

~
|Ĥ ′fi,hydrogen|2 δ(Ef − Ei − ~ω) . (2.14)

δ is Dirac’s delta-function, which contains the energy of the final Ef and
initial Ei state and the energy of the incoming radiation ~ω. The matrix
element Ĥ ′fi,hydrogen can be further simplified by switching into the Heisenberg
representation and replacing p̂ by the respective presentation of the position
operator r̂

Ĥ ′fi,hydrogen = 〈f | Ĥ ′hydrogen |i〉 (2.15)

= ~A0
e

me

〈f | p̂ |i〉 ∝ e 〈f | r̂ |i〉 (2.16)

∝ 〈f | er̂ |i〉 = 〈f | D̂ |i〉 (2.17)

⇒ Wfi ∝ | 〈f | D̂ |i〉 |2 = |D̂fi|2 . (2.18)
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The operator D̂ = e · r̂ is the dipole operator, representing the light-matter
interaction Ĥ ′ in this perturbation theoretical ansatz using the described ap-
proximations and D̂fi are the dipole transition matrix elements, explicitly
for the transition between initial state |i〉 and final state |f〉.
Fermi’s golden r=ule described by equation (2.14) and its dependency on the
dipole transition moment D̂fi ((2.18) is suited to tackle the questions of light

absorption and emission by matter. Also, the dipole transition moments D̂fi

can be zero between two states, which means a transition is not possible,
when only considering a dipole interaction between the incoming radiation
and the atom or molecule. In such a case, one speaks of dipole forbidden
transitions. These transitions might still be observable, but for their cal-
culation a higher order within the multipole expansion in (2.12) or Fermi’s
golden rule (2.14) need to be considered.
The next sections will apply the consequences of light-matter interaction to
the example of neon (figure 2.1).

Light-Matter Interaction: Experiment

In order to do proper experimental analysis an expectation about the experi-
mental outcome should be considered. Using the mathematical formulations
of the previous section there are some predictions that can be made.
Firstly, Fermi’s golden rule from equation (2.14) directly relates incoming
photon energy ~ω and the energy states of the interacting atomic or molec-
ular system Ef and Ei. These terms are all connected within Dirac’s delta-
function. This implies that the energies obey

δ(Ef − Ei − ~ω) =

{
1 , if Ei + ~ω = Ef

0 , if Ei + ~ω 6= Ef
. (2.19)

This basically describes energy conservation, but is kind of interesting for
a quantum system. So, the transition probability Wfi only exists, if the
sum of the incoming radiation energy and the energy of the initial state
match the energy of the final state. Applying this to the scheme of the neon
atom from figure 2.1, there are two different cases to be distinguished: the
incoming photon has enough energy to promote an electron above the vacuum
threshold (~ω > Ip: lowest ionization potential) or it doesn’t (~ω < Ip).
For the first case, it is simple. The energy of the final state is the solution
of the Schrödinger equation for a free particle, which can be described by
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plane waves and can posses a continuum of energies. Therefore, the vacuum
is called the continuum state of electrons and the process of promoting an
electron into the continuum is called ionization. The atom left behind by
the ionized electron carries a net charge of q = −e and is called an ion. The
free electron is called photoelectron and has a kinetic energy Ekin = Eb−~ω,
which is related to the binding energy Eb of the electron and the energy of
the incoming photon ~ω. Since the binding energy is an intrinsic property
of the element that is investigated, the photoelectrons kinetic energy scales
proportionally with the energy of the ionizing radiation

Ekin ∝ ~ω . (2.20)

The transition probability Wfi for an ionization process will have a certain
value greater zero, because the respective condition for the δ-function in
equation (2.19) can always be met in a continuum state, where all possible
realizations of Ef are feasible.
The second case, ~ω < Ip, does not provide a continuum of final states Ef ,
since the energy of the states within the atom is quantized as discussed in the
earlier sections. If the incoming photon energy ~ω is not exactly matching
the energy difference between two states |i〉 and |f〉 (off-resonant), Dirac’s
delta-function (2.19) will yield zero and thus the transition probability Wfi.
Only if the energy matches exactly, there will be a so-called resonant excita-
tion from one bound electronic state to another. The frequency of photons
matching these resonance condition is called resonance frequency ωr.
At this point, it is worth mentioning that the most widely used experimental
method of finding these transition probabilities Wfi is spectroscopy. Here,
the measured intensities I of interaction products (e.g. emitted photoelec-
trons) are directly proportional to the transition probabilities calculated by
Fermi’s golden rule. The delta-function included in the calculation will, nev-
ertheless, rather be a Lorentz profile with a non-vanishing width due to the
uncertainty correlation between the energy ∆E and the life time of the initial
state ∆t, which states ∆E∆t ≤ ~. This means that short living states, will
decay with a not clearly defined energy and therefore the resonance condi-
tion is not strictly obeyed. Other phenomena like the pressure of the medium
surrounding atoms or the velocity the atom carries, can further broaden the
emission or absorption features of atoms and molecules.
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Ne
1s
2s

2p

np

vacuum Ekin,photoE
0

hν

(a) Ionization

Ne
1s 870.2 eV
2s 48.47 eV

2p 21.56 eV

np ˜ 1 eV

vacuum

hν

(b) Resonant excitation

Ne∗
1s 870.2 eV
2s 48.47 eV

2p 21.56 eV

np ˜ 1 eV

vacuum

Ekin,auger
E

0

(c) Autoionization

Figure 2.2: Scheme showing electronic processes after light-matter interaction
with a photon of energy ~ω. (a) shows the direct photo ionization of a 2p
electron. (b) depicts a resonant excitation from a 2s electron into a np orbital
(n = 3, 4, 5,. . . ). If ~ω > I2p both processes will take place. (c) shows an
Auger decay for the neon atom. The initially excited electron in the np state
is ionized by the excess energy from the transition of one 2p electron into the
2s hole.

Figure 2.2 shows the examples of neon undergoing resonant excitation and
ionization processes. An example with incident radiation energies above the
lowest ionization potential Ip = Ip,2p = 21.56 eV was chosen. This will il-
lustrate, even though the energy is high enough to ionize an atom directly,
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resonant excitation processes can and will compete with the ionization pro-
cess and both will happen corresponding to their probability Wfi.
In figure 2.2a the ionization process is shown. An incoming photon shown
by the magenta wave package and denoted with the energy term ~ω is trans-
ferring its energy to a 2p electron. With ~ω > Ip,2p the electron will be freed
from the atomic potential and carry the kinetic energy Ekin,photo = ~ω−Ip,2p.
An experimentalist measuring the electrons coming out of this light-matter
interaction should expect no electrons unless the exciting-photon energy ~ω
exceeds the ionization potential Ip,2p, because the 2p electron is the weakest
bound electron of neon. Photons carrying less energy (~ω < Ip,2p) are not
sufficient to produce free electrons. In this case, Ip,2p corresponds to the
absorption edge of neon, beneath which the atoms cannot be ionized. In
other words, the probability of ionization below Ip,2p is essentially zero, but
increases strongly for light energies just above the edge. For higher photon
energies the interaction probability will form a sort of a plateau, which will
become slightly more transparent for very high photon energies again. If the
experimentalist decides to measure the photoelectrons’ energies depending on
the excitation energy of the photons, the result would be expected to show
a linear correlation between both. The higher the incoming photon energies,
the faster the created photoelectron corresponding to equation (2.20).
Figure 2.2b depicts the resonant excitation from the 2s orbital to a np state.
If the resonance frequency ωr = E2s−Enp is matched by the incoming lights
energy, the transition from a 2s electron into a np shell is possible. One
can see from the binding energies noted in the figure, that the resonance
frequency between these states will roughly be

~ωr =
Er
~

=
E2s − Enp

~
≈ 47 eV/~ , (2.21)

with Er being the energy of the photon carrying the resonance frequency ωr.
Looking at the binding energy of the 2p electron and the excitation energy of
a 2s− np-resonant photon (E2p = 21.56 eV < Er ≈ 47 eV) it is evident that
both processes are energetically possible. And since they are both quantum
mechanically allowed, they will compete.
After the resonant excitation, though, the atom is not in the ground state,
yet. A relaxation will occur. In general, this relaxation will happen by
emitting a photon (fluorescence) or by exciting another electron into the
continuum (autoionization).
Figure 2.2c displays the latter effect in the form of an Auger decay. The
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initially created hole in the 2s shell is filled by a 2p electron. The excess
energy being released by this transition is transported to the excited electron
in the np shell, which is than ionized. The free electron is often referred to
as Auger electron and has a kinetic energy Ekin,Auger = E2s−E2p−Enp only
depending on the binding energies of the orbitals involved in the transitions.
This implies, the Auger electron will not be measured with a continuous
energy spectrum, but rather with certain discrete energies defined by the
atomic environment.
There is a notation for electronic configurations of atoms and molecules,
which can describe the processes mentioned above very precisely [2]. The
formulation uses the quantum numbers n and l to describe the amount of
electrons ne in each nl-subshell using the formulation

nlne .

In order to describe the configuration of all electrons belonging to an atom all
occupied orbitals are written down from energetically strongest to weakest
bound orbital. A neon atom in the ground state would, therefore, correspond
to

1s22s22p6 .

Electronic processes or light-matter interaction can also be described in this
way. The photo ionization or Auger decay shown in figure 2.2 can be written
as

1s22s22p6 + ~ω → 1s22s22p5εl

for the photo ionization and

1s22s22p6 + ~ω → 1s22s12p6np1 → 1s22s22p5εl

for the Auger decay. The part εl denotes for the outgoing electron wave of the
emitted electron and depends on the quantum number l. Remarkable is the
fact, that both final states have the same electron configuration, but undergo
different paths. The Auger decay involving the unstable intermediate states,
e.g. 1s22s12p63p1 (schematically shown in figure 2.2b), which consecutively
decay into the final state.
The notation explained above is often found abbreviated in the literature.
States that are not taking part in interactions or electron transitions are
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omitted and instead of noting the total amount of electrons in an orbital
only the electrons leaving an orbital and occupying a new one are marked
for clarity. The photo ionization would than look like

2s22p6 + ~ω → 2p−1εl

and the Auger decay

2s22p6 + ~ω → 2s−12p5np1 → 2p−1εl .

Lastly, it should be mentioned that experiments have found the decay mecha-
nisms of excited quantum systems might differ for different system properties.
It seems like energetically low excitations of a systems prefer to decay by pho-
ton rather than electron emission (i.e. Auger decay) [6]. While excitations of
inner-shell electrons (usually high energies are needed for such excitations)
are more often found decaying via e.g. an Auger decay. For very high ex-
citations of heavy elements the most efficient decay process is the emission
of x-ray photons. Nevertheless, there is also competition between different
decay mechanisms.

Fano resonances

A quantum mechanical effect of importance for the data analysis in this the-
sis is the emergence of resonance peaks for certain autoionization processes.
This phenomenon was theoretically described by Ugo Fano and named Fano
resonance after him. It can qualitatively be described as an interference be-
tween a direct ionization channel into the continuum and an indirect channel
involving an intermediate, discrete and quasibound state [7].
Fano described the effect of autoionization as a configuration interaction be-
tween two quantum states one ϕ belonging to a discrete energy configuration
and the other to a continuum of states ψE [8]. He argues that a system
which is excited with energies higher than the lowest ionization potential Ip
cannot be treated with a perturbation theoretical approach, if two different
electronic states ϕ and ψE have the same total energy and the system is
allowed to decay into these. The interaction of both configuration has to be
considered within the model of describing transitions from an initial state |i〉
into |ψE〉 or |ϕ〉.
This thought was motivated by the experimental examination of autoioniza-
tion processes displaying very asymmetric peaks in their spectra. Fano was
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able to find a model that could describe these asymmetric peak shapes, now
often referred to as Fano resonances.
The model’s fundamental idea is the interaction of the configurations de-
scribed mathematically by the state ΨE, which is a superposition of the
discrete (ϕ) and the continuous configuration ψE. He derives a formula for
the transition element 〈ΨE| Ê |i〉 to explain the transition from an initial
state |i〉 into the superposed state 〈ΨE| using a transition operator Ê (the
exact form of Ê is not important for the further argumentation)

〈ΨE| Ê |i〉 =
1

Γ
〈φ| Ê |i〉 sin ∆ + 〈ψE| Ê |i〉 cos ∆ . (2.22)

With φ accounting for the discrete state ϕ superposed with an admixture
of continuous states ψE and ∆ being a factor depending on the resonance
energy Er = 〈ϕ| Ĥ |ϕ〉 − 〈i| Ĥ |i〉 and the width of the resonance Γ

∆ =
Γ

E − Er
.

From the symmetry of the sine and cosine one can see that for energies in the
vicinity of the resonance energy Er the interference of the states described
in equation (2.22) will undergo a phase transition (it will be constructive on
one side of the resonance and destructive on the other).
Fano, further, introduced the ratio σ(ε) between the transition probability
into the superposed state | 〈ΨE| Ê |i〉 |2 and the transition probability into an
unperturbed continuum state | 〈ψE| Ê |i〉 |2

σ(ε) =
| 〈ΨE| Ê |i〉 |2

| 〈ψE| Ê |i〉 |2
=

(q + ε)2

1 + ε2
, (2.23)

where ε is the reduced energy variable

ε =
E − Er

1
2
Γ

,

and q the Fano parameter

q ∝ | 〈φE| Ê |i〉 |
2

| 〈ψE| Ê |i〉 |2
.
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Equation (2.23) describes the Fano resonance peak shape. The lines produced
by the formula are plotted in figure 2.3 for different parameters q. The asym-
metric peak shape is apparent. One can see that for q > 0 the destructive
interference lies to the left (E < Er) of the resonance energy (ε = 0), while
the constructive interference takes place to the right (E > Er) of the reso-
nance. For q = 0 there is only destructive interference to be observed. And
for negative Fano parameters the peak shapes will be displaying constructive
interference to the left and destructive to the right of the resonance energy.

Figure 2.3: Fano resonances. The x-axis shows the reduced energy variable
ε = E−Er

1/2Γ
depending on the exciting energy E the resonance energy Er and

the peaks width Γ. The y-axis displays the ratio σ(ε) = (q+ε)2

1+ε2
of the Fano

parameter q and the reduced energy epsilon. Graphs for different values of
q are plotted with the respective value denoted.

Transferring Fano’s theoretical approach to the example from the previous
section, the neon atom, it should be expected to see such Fano resonances
in an electron spectrum, when scanning the exciting-photon energy over a
2s − np resonance. This is due to the fact that the final states of the pho-
toionized neon in figure 2.2a and the neon ion after the Auger decay shown
in 2.2c are the same. Their emitted electron, nevertheless, will be measured
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with a kinetic energy dependent (Ekin,photo) or independent (Ekin,Auger) of
the incident radiation energy. Both configuration will actually be in a super-
posed state and interfere, creating a Fano resonance in the measured electron
spectrum.

2.2 Cluster and Processes in Cluster

The sections above were dealing with electronic processes happening in sin-
gle atoms or molecules and these have been studied excessively. Unfortu-
nately, nature does very rarely provide environments with isolated atoms
or molecules (especially, when one is interested in processes relevant for bi-
ological environments). In 1997, Lorentz Cederbaum proposed that more
complicated interactions might take place when atoms or molecules are not
isolated but rather bound together via weak forces [9]. Weak forces, here, re-
ferring to forces that are magnitudes weaker than the covalent or ionic forces
that tie molecules and ions together. Such weak forces are, indeed, found
often in environments of organic molecules. The most prominent example
are hydrogen bonds.
Such weakly bound systems (so-called cluster) were already investigated be-
fore Cederbaum’s publication. These are simply an ensemble of atoms or
molecules binding together via weak forces. The number N of atoms or
molecules in a cluster is usually in the order of 1 < N < 107 [10]. The
amount of interacting particles is less than usually referred to in solid or liq-
uid phase matter (dense media), but, as described below, such a system will
display certain interatomic/ -molecular interactions. This makes clusters a
suitable laboratory candidate for examining the different properties and pro-
cesses in an ensemble of particles interacting with each other in contrast to
single isolated particles. Especially, clusters of rare gases are commonly used
to study and understand fundamental concepts of interatomic interactions.
This is, because rare gases are relatively simple atomic systems in terms of
quantum mechanical calculation. Furthermore, their electronic rare gas con-
figuration makes them easy to handle experimentally without reacting with
other atoms or molecules and it is comparably easy to produce them in the
laboratory [10].
Early studies have focused on ground state properties of clusters and which
geometrical structures these could form. It was Cederbaum who introduced
the question about excited electronic states of clusters and new decay chan-
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nels opening up compared to isolated atoms or molecules. Nomenclature
distinguishes between single particles as monomers and ensembles of parti-
cles as clusters (if the explicit size of the cluster is known and the cluster is
not too big, the terms dimer, trimer, and so on are used).
Cederbaum’s investigated theoretically that atoms or molecules experiencing
an inner-shell excitation above the lowest ionization potential Ip but below
the double ionization potential (DIP) could indeed emit a second electron,
if the system was in a loosely bound state with other atoms or molecules.
The argumentation is that the initially ionized monomer would not posses
enough energy for ionizing another of its electrons. Though, a dimer or big-
ger cluster system would have a lowered DIP due to less Coulomb repulsion
in the not yet ionized neighbouring particles of the cluster. This means, the
excess energy after inner-shell ionizing or exciting an initial particle of the
cluster, can be transferred to a neighbouring particle, which than is emitting
an electron. This process is called interatomic (or intermolecular) Coulombic
decay (ICD) and the emitted electron is referred to as ICD electron. The IC
Decay proposed by Cederbaum is very similar to the mentioned Auger decay
and sometimes called non-local Auger decay. Figure 2.4 shows a variant of
the ICD, the resonant ICD (rICD).
The first to experimentally detect such a process were the groups around
Marburger and Hergenhahn from Berlin and Dörner and Jahnke from Frank-
furt. Both groups were able to show features corresponding to expected ICD
electrons in electron spectra of neon clusters [11] and electron-ion coincidence
experiments on neon dimers [12], respectively. Neon clusters are ensembles
of neon atoms binding together by Van-der-Waals forces, which are based on
dipole interactions between the atoms. These forces are very small (order
≈ 1 meV) and even break up under thermal energies corresponding to room
temperature. Although, this implies Van-der-Waals cluster might not play
a vital role in processes of nature they, provide a great example for study-
ing the fundamentals of ICD. Ever since then, ”ICD appears everywhere”
as Ouchi et al. have put it so eloquently, displaying scientist surprise about
the high relevance of ICD and ICD-like processes [13]. Many publications
stated that such intermolecular processes, indeed, can be seen in natural en-
vironments, like in the example of DNA repair mechanisms [14]. Moreover,
new processes have been added constantly to the catalogue of interatomic or
-molecular interactions [15]. In the following section two of these (the rICD
and the radiative charge transfer or RCT) will be discussed in more detail.
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(a) Resonant excitation
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(c) Fluorescence cascade

Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of resonant ICD after excitation of a
2s electron in a neon clusters. The figures show two neon atoms that are
bound together as a dimer. (a) shows the excitation of a 2s electron into a
np orbital of the left neon atom. (b) shows the ICD channel, which is similar
to the Auger decay shown previously, but the emitted electron is from the
neighbouring neon, instead of the initially excited. An ICD electron with
kinetic energy Ekin,ICD leaves the cluster. (c) portrays the relaxation cascade
of the excited electron from the np orbital over an intermediate 3s state into
the 2p hole. The excess energy is released by emission of two photons (one
in-between visible and UV light and one in the VUV range).
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resonant ICD

In this section the resonant interatomic Coulombic decay is explained using
the example of a neon dimer. The group around Barth were the first to
observe this special case of ICD after a resonant excitation [16]. Figure 2.4
shows the processes following a resonant 2s−np excitation of one of the neons
electrons. The initial excitation is analogous to the excitation explained for
a single isolated neon atom (see 2.4a). Additionally to a local Auger decay
the ICD channel opens up for a cluster. The initially created 2s hole is filled
by a 2p electron from the same atom, as happening in the local Auger. The
excess energy from this transition, though, is not passed on to the excited
electron in the np state, but instead enough to ionize an electron in the 2p
shell of a neighbouring neon atom. Figure 2.4b shows this process depicting
the energy transfer by the magenta wave. With the same arguments as in
the case of an Auger electron, the ICD electron’s kinetic energy would not
be expected to show a dependency on the exciting-photon energy ~ω. Also,
the binding energy of the electrons to their atoms in a clusters is lowered
for bigger clusters and the exact cluster size is experimentally not easy to
determine for bigger clusters [15], for this reason, the ICD electrons will usu-
ally create a broad feature in an electron spectrum, due to the emission from
clusters of different sizes.
The interaction in-between the two neon atoms shown by the magenta wave
in figure 2.4b raises some questions.Such as what exactly is the nature of this
interaction? The picture painted by the theoretical description of the ICD
process can be understood qualitatively considering some of the mathemat-
ical key steps. The fundamental idea is to model the interaction leading to
the ICD electron emission using the same formalism as used for Auger decay.
Both use Fermi’s golden rule (2.14) in order to model the electron-electron
interaction proportional to the square of a pertubative matrix transition el-
ement |Ĥ ′ki[σ1,σ2]|2. The index k is representing the outgoing electron wave
orbital, i the initial inner valence vacancy and σ1/2 the final outer valance
vacancies. For the local Auger decay the orbitals associated with the indices
σ1/2, will be located at the same atom, while this is not the case for the
ICD. Further, the antisymmetric wave function of the electron will have two
contribution to

|Ĥ ′ki[σ1,σ2]|2 = |Ĥ ′kiσ1σ2 − Ĥ
′
kiσ2σ1

|2 . (2.24)
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These contributions are named direct term (Ĥ ′kiσ1σ2) and exchange term

(Ĥ ′kiσ2σ1), which represent two different possibilities of the ICD process.
The direct term is interpreted as the energy transfer between two atoms as
figure 2.4b shows and has been explained in the description of the figure. The
mathematical description of the energy transfer in this term is described as
a Coulomb interaction between the electrons of the different atoms. For this
reason the term virtual photon is often read in literature to describe the omi-
nous interaction.
The exchange term can be interpreted as a literal electron transfer between
the atoms of a cluster. In the case of rICD in neon dimers the exchange term
would correspond to a filling of the initially created 2s hole by a 2p electron
from a neighbouring atom and a sequential ionization of the initially excited
electron in the np state.
For deeper inside into the mathematical formalism of interatomic processes it
is referred to literature [15], [17]. The exchange term describing the ICD rate
(equation (2.24)) is not depicted in figure 2.4, because it can be neglected.
This is due to the fact that the direct term is modelled using dipole-dipole
interaction (scaling with ∝ 1/R6 for the distance R between the dipoles),
while the exchange term depends on the overlap of the involved electrons’
wave function (scaling with ∝ e−R) [15]. Thus, for mean distances between
the atoms in a cluster, the direct term is dominating over the exchange term,
which has been confirmed experimentally, as well [18].
Lastly, figure 2.4c shows a photon cascade with which the still excited neon
dimer will decay into the energetic ground state after the ICD process. The
excited electron in the np state will undergo a transition trough a 3s interme-
diate state into the 2p orbital, releasing two photons [19]. One of the photons
will be in the range between visible and ultra violet (UV) light, while the
other carries the energy of a VUV radiation (vacuum ultra violet, the range
of UV light for which matter is not transparent any more).

Radiative Charge Transfer (RCT)

Yet, another interatomic process that will be of relevance for the data analysis
in this thesis is the so-called Radiative Charge Transfer. A rough schematic
explanation of this relaxation mechanism is shown in figure 2.5. For this
purpose heterogeneous neon-krypton cluster were investigated, because the
RCT channel opens up already above the neon 2p ionization threshold I2p,
while in homogeneous neon clusters only after a doubly ionized atom is cre-
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ated within the cluster (see figure 2.5) [20]. The figure shows a neon atom
with a 2p electron hole loosely bound to a krypton atom. For the krypton
atom only the 4p outer valence shell is shown here neglecting the energetic
underlying fully occupied orbitals, which are not involved in the decay for
clarity. The 4p orbital of krypton possesses a slightly lower binding energy
than the 2p orbital of neon. Therefore, the energetic ground state of the
cluster is retrieved, when a 4p electron is transferred from the krypton to the
neon, as shown in figure 2.5. The excess energy is emitted via an UV photon
and the heterogeneous dimer is left behind with a neutral neon atom and a
singly positively charged krypton ion.

Ne - Kr+
1s
2s

2p

np

UV

vacuum

4p

Figure 2.5: Scheme of a neon-krypton cluster undergoing charge transfer.
The 2p electron hole in neon can for example be achieved by direct 2p ion-
ization or by Auger decay. In order to restore the energetic ground state of
the cluster system an electron will transfer from the 4p shell of krypton to
the neon atom an fill up the 2s hole. The excess energy of this process is
emitted via an UV photon for this case.

Considering the state 2p−1 of the neon atom prior to the RCT, it was already
discussed that this configuration can be reached via two different pathways
after excitation with photon energies in the vicinity of Er,np ≈ 47 eV. As
explained using figures 2.2, the neon atom can either be directly 2p pho-
toionized or a 2p hole can be created by Auger decay following a resonant
excitation. This means, the RCT photon will come coincidently with either a
photoelectron or an Auger electron displaying the respective distinct kinetic
energies. This ought to be kept in mind for later argumentation.
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2.3 Experiment

This section will go over the concepts needed to follow data acquisition. It
will explain the fundamental concepts of fluorescence spectroscopy and coin-
cidence experiments. Technical details about will be spared and can be more
closely examined in the provided literature, since the main interest of this
work lies in the data analysis rather than data acquisition.
The experiments were carried out at the beamline UE112-PGM1 of the syn-
chrotron radiation facility BESSY in Berlin. In a synchrotron the phe-
nomenon of Bremsstrahlung of accelerated charges is exploited in order to
create highly focused light beams over a wide energy spectrum. The beam-
line UE112-PGM1 provides low-energy X-rays in a range of 17− 690 eV and
an energy resolution in the observed energy range of δE < 5 meV [21]. The
photon flux for this energy range is > 1012 photons/s and linear and elliptical
polarization is possible.
An optical assembly coupled to the synchrotron allows a selection of monochro-
matic light and the end-station of the beamline is not fixed, such that the
monochromatic synchrotron radiation can be used by external users mount-
ing their experimental chambers onto the last beamline valve. The focus of
the optical arrangement lies roughly one meter behind this valve and there
is enough space for relatively large experimental set ups.
Two of BESSY’s operational modes are used in the experiments presented
here. The multi bunch mode, which is the most common mode at BESSY
and contains multiple electron packages in the storage ring at once creating
fast consecutive photon pulses. The single bunch mode on the other hand
is better suited for time-resolved measurements, since only a single electron
bunch is stored at the synchrotron. This single bunch produces light pulses
with a greater time interval in-between than the multi bunch mode. More
information on synchrotron sources and their radiation in general can be
found in numerous books such as [22] or explicitly for BESSY’s beamline
UE112-PGM1 in publications like [21].

The detectors used to measure photons and electrons are based on multi
channel plate (MCP) stacks [23]. Electrons hitting these plates release fur-
ther electrons from its surface, which will be accelerated through channels
within the plates using an electric field. On their way through the plates
the electron knock out process is repeated creating an electron avalanche.
This avalanche can be measured as an electrical signal, which is propor-
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tional to the incoming amount of electrons and thus also proportional to the
initial amount of particles triggering the avalanche. The sensitivity of the
multi channel plates lies in the order of single particles. For electron detec-
tion these MCPs can be used plainly. For photon detection some MCPs are
covered by a window or have a coating on the upper most plate, which is
designed to release electrons when excited by incoming photons of certain
energy ranges [24]. For the performed measurements three different photon
detectors were used. One was sensitive only in the vacuum ultra violet (VUV)
range λ < 130 nm and referred to as VUV detector. This detector has no
window or coating and consists of a simple MCP stack. Its anode measuring
the electrical impulse of the electron avalanche is sensitive to the position of
the incoming electron cloud and uses a wedge and stripes arrangement [23].
The second detector spans a spectral range of 150 nm < λ < 600 nm and is
here called VISUV, because of the energy sensitivity ranging from UV into
the visible regime. The detector was produced by RoentDek and posses a
position sensitive hexagonal delay line anode and a fused silica window in
front of the photocathode MCP which is coated with bialkali layer in order
to create a sufficient electron release in the energy range of interest. The last
detector is a RoentDek detector, as well and will be referred to as UV detec-
tor, since it is sensitive in the energy range of UV light 115 nm < λ < 300 nm.
The UV detector is equipped with a hexagonal delay line cathode. The cath-
ode is coated with caesium telluride and has a magnesium fluorid window
[23].
The MCP signal is read out in reference to the bunch marker signal from
BESST by data acquisition hard from RoentDek [25]. Lastly, the fundamen-
tal techniques of the used cluster production source can be followed in the lit-
erature [26]. Nonetheless, it should be noted, that the cluster source consists
of cooling system for the gas phase medium and surrounding an expansion
chamber from which the gas expands through a tiny nozzle (magnitude µm)
into another evacuated chamber (cluster chamber). The transition of the gas
from high pressure within the tubes of the source into the vacuum combined
with the cooling of the source, creates a very narrow velocity distribution
of the gas atoms. This means the gas atoms have very little velocity com-
ponents relative to each other, or one could say, the gas cools down. The
effect is the same as found in a deodorant can, which is stored at room tem-
perature, yet, the gas that flows out of the nozzle is evidently cooled down.
With sufficiently high pressure differences this type of adiabatic expansion
is called super sonic expansion resulting in a highly focused and low tem-
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perature beam of gas. Is the temperature low enough (below the point that
the relative kinetic energy between particles is not enough to break up the
bonds created by weak forces like van-der-Waals forces) clusters can form
in the beam. Within the beam monomers and clusters will coexist and the
mean cluster size depends on source parameters like temperature, pressure,
nozzle size and shape. Besides, the axis along the center of the cluster beam
provides the best environment for cluster formation. This can be expressed
by the ratio η of clustered molecules to monomers found in the beam. This
ratio will decrease with the distance r from the central axis.
The created cluster beam is than led through a skimmer into a second cham-
ber, the interaction chamber. The skimmer serves the purpose to maximize
the ratio η by cutting out regions of lower monomer to cluster ratio from the
beam. Within the interaction chamber the cluster beam is crossed it with
the synchrotron beam.
Vacuum is guaranteed using turbo molecular pumps which are installed at
each chamber.

Fluorescence Spectroscopy

Fluorescence spectroscopy describes the interrogation of matter by detecting
light emitted from it. This is done in fluorescence spectroscopy after an initial
excitation of the examined medium. The excitation can be achieved by elec-
tron impact or photon irradiation. From the detected emission, statements
about electronic configurations and transitions can be made by comparison
to theoretical calculations. For this purpose it is useful (but not necessary)
to detect the fluorescence emission spectrally resolved [27] [10].
The working group of professor Ehresmann has specialized on fluorescence
detection of cluster processes [28]. This experimental methods has certain
advantages in contrast to the charged particle detection, which is most com-
mon in research for cluster specific decay processes. The mean free path of
photons travelling through matter, for example, is larger than the mean free
path of charged particles (due to larger mass and the charge enhancing the
probability of these particles to interact with their environment). Fluores-
cence detection has been used by the Ehresmann group to determine the
absoluts cross sections of cluster-specific decay mechanisms [29], the photo
cascade following resonant ICD in neon dimers (as shown in figure 2.4c) [19]
or to collect evidence for the RCT decay channel in heterogeneous Ne-Kr
clusters [20],[30], to name a few examples.
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Figure 2.6 shows a scheme of the experimental set up used for the measure-
ment. The synchrotron radiation is focused onto the cluster beam in the
interaction chamber. The photon detectors are positioned around this in-
teraction region. The two chambers containing this set up and the needed
data acquisition and vacuum hard ware is built mobile for the transport to
different synchrotron facilities. It is further referred to as photon induced
fluorescence spectroscopy (PIFS) set up. Figure 2.6 shows how the basic
concepts of the PIFS are arranged.

synchrotron
radiation →

cluster beam

VUV detector

UV detector

interaction region

Figure 2.6: PIFS set up used for the fluorescence detection in cluster exper-
iments. The radiation produced by the synchrotron is crossed with a cluster
beam produced in a cluster source. The crossing point is noted as the interac-
tion region. Fluorescence is emitted from this region by the excited particles
in the beam and measured using the VISUV and VUV photon detectors.
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The PIFS set up can also detect dispersed fluorescence emission by intro-
ducing a spectrometer with a grating before the photon detector. For the
experiments presented here, the spectrally resolved detection was not uti-
lized. The VISUV and VUV were used collecting the photon count of the
respective photon energy range. Solely the integrated signal over their de-
tector surface is examined the information on the position on the detector,
as well as the angular distribution of particles from the interaction region is
disregarded.

2.3.1 Coincidence Experiments

Coincidence experiments are experiments in which multiple particles pro-
duced in the same interaction are detected. There are certain advantage of
such detection methods. The de-excitation pathways of excited atomic or
molecular systems are usually consisting of competing processes, each pro-
ducing charged particles or photons. Not rarely, the combination of created
particles and their kinetic energy during a de-excitation process is specific
for a certain decay channel. This is, especially, true for cluster systems. The
simultaneous detection of multiple particles created in an (inter-)atomic or
molecular process, therefore, provides intriguing insights in these processes
and helps distinguish between different channels [31]. Coincidence exper-
iments were mainly carried out with charged particles, since these can be
guided to detectors by magnetic or electric fields. Neutral particles (i.e. pho-
tons), on the other hand, can not be guided and have to ”hit the detector
by chance” when they are emitted in the direction of the it. This results in
smaller detection probabilities since only the events emitting photons under
a small solid angle are detected. In the case of the PIFS set up used the
detectors are placed roughly d = 0.35 m from the interaction region and have
an radius of rD ≈ 0.02 m, which leads to a measured solid angle Ωphoton � 1%
of the total solid angle for photons [25].
A VUV and a magnetic bottle time-of-flight electron spectrometer [32] were
used. The magnetic bottle consists of a coil and a permanent magnet, which
are aligned around the interaction region and an MCP stack (see figure 2.7).
The magnetic field created by this arrangement can be tuned to guide near
to all electrons created in the interaction region onto the MCPs mounted
at the end of the coil. The coil, also, provides the function of a drift tube.
Electrons will arrive at different times at the MCP stack depending on their
original kinetic energy. Figure 2.7 shows the set up. In comparison to the
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fluorescence set up, one of the photon detectors is replaced by the electron
detector. The UV detector was used for photon detection.

synchrotron
radiation →

cluster beam

UV detector

co
il

electron detector

interaction region
p. m.

Figure 2.7: Coincidence experiment set up consisting of an electron detector
and a photon detector. A cluster beam is crossed with synchrotron radiation
and the electrons created in the interaction region are guided by a magnetic
field (permanent magnet p.m. and coil) towards a MCP stack for electron
detection, enhancing the solid angle to nearly 4π. A cmall solid angle of the
produced fluorescence around the interaction region is measured in the UV
range by a photon detector.

The measurement were performed at single bunch week at BESSY II. The
bunch time intervals are tB ≈ 800 ns). A bunch marker is used by the
acquisition hard ware in order to correlate the detection time of the electrons
with a single bunch interacting with the cluster beam. By this, the time of
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flight (ToF) of the electrons could be measured, as well, as an assignment of
an electron coming in coincidence with a photon could be made.
The up coming chapter will deal with the analysis of data recorded using the
techniques described here.
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Chapter 3

Data Analysis for RCT and
rICD in NeKr Cluster

This chapter will show and explain the recorded data in more detail. For
this purpose the results obtained by different experimental methods are dis-
cussed separately. The first part will deal with the experiments’ outcome
from a BESSY II beamtime, which concentrated on measuring fluorescence
signals from NeKr Cluster. In this part, the raw data are shown and the
argumentation for following the analysis steps are given.
In the same manner, the data recorded during coincidence experiments with
NeKr cluster, also at BESSY II, are presented in the second section of this
chapter.

3.1 RCT in NeKr Investigated Using Fluo-

rescence Spectroscopy Data

As explained in the background chapter the data were recorded using the
home-built PIFS setup. Photon intensities were observed within two dif-
ferent energy ranges (UV-visible and VUV). The cluster beam consisted of
heterogeneous neon-krypton clusters.

3.1.1 Overview of the Recorded Fluorescence Data

Measurements were carried out varying the exciting-photon energy and de-
tecting fluorescence emission from the neon-krypton cluster beam. The de-
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tectors were position-sensitive respective to the measured photon’s position
on the detector surface. The photon signals were integrated over the whole
detector’s surface for each energy step of the scan in order to obtain the
undispersed photon yield.

Figure 3.1: Fluorescence data recorded with two detectors. One was sensi-
tive for UV radiation (upper panel), the other in the VUV domain (lower
panel). The y axis shows the count rates of the detectors normalized using
the synchrotron beam’s mirror current. The x axis shows the exciting photon
beam’s energy, which was scanned from just under 20 eV up to around 50 eV.
The VUV detector is not sensitive any more in the lower energy region of the
scan. The UV detector displays the 2p absorption edge of neon at around
21.5 eV (magenta line). Resonant features, attributed to rICD and RCT, can
be seen at the high energies (arrows).

The main interest was this integrated fluorescence intensity for the energetic
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region around the resonance energy Er ≈ 47 eV corresponding to the 2s→ np
transition as described in section 2.1. Figure 3.1 shows a scan over a greater
energy range between 18 and 50 eV. The photon detector count rate is shown
for the UV detector (upper panel) and the VUV detector (lower panel). Also,
the mirror current, which is a reference for the synchrotron’s beam intensity
and, therefore, proportional to the measured fluorescence signal was detected
and used to normalize the photon yield (the raw photon count and the mirror
current are shown in the appendix A.1).
Features towards low exciting-photon energies in the VUV signal (lower
panel) are in an energy range, where the detector was probably not sensitive
for the incoming-photon energy any more. Thus, features below ≈ 25 eV (see
A.1) are discarded for the VUV signal displayed in figure 3.1.
The UV signal shape in figure 3.1 does posses the expected shape for the
cross section of atomic neon as it was mentioned in the background chapter.
The 2p ionization edge can be seen as it would have been expected around
I2p = 21.56 eV (magenta dashed line in the upper panel). This fluorescence
signal is due to neon atoms in cluster and monomers coexisting in the clus-
ter beam. These are ionized as soon as the exciting-photon energy exceeds
I2p and emit photons when recombining with free electrons. As expected
and seen in literature ([6]) the cross section abruptly rises at the absorption
edge reaching a peak quickly. For higher photon energies the cross section
decreases slightly.
The features of interest for investigating cluster specific processes are located
around Er ≈ 47 eV, which are indicated by the arrows in figure 3.1. These
peaks lie on the atomic background signal, which was just discussed. Com-
pared to this signal the peaks are small, which fits the small condensation
rate of clusters in a beam (depending on the parameters set at the cluster
source, monomers often dominate the beam). Also, multiple features seem
to be identifiable matching the expectation to see the transitions 2s → np
with n ∈ [3, 4, 5, ...]. In order to investigate the mentioned structure in the
signal, the following analysis will concentrate on more detailed measurement
for a smaller energy range E ∈ [44.5, 48.5]eV explicitly around the resonance
energies (see figure A.2 in the appendix for the photon yield of this measure-
ment normalized to the respective mirror current).
The statistics for this measurement are not high enough to point out more
than three peaks, nevertheless, it seems obvious that the peak shapes for the
two detectors are not identical (see figure A.2 and 3.2). The VUV signal
exhibits Gaussian-like symmetries of the peaks.
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The UV detector signal, on the other hand, shows rather asymmetric peaks
and the peaks seem shifted to lower energies compared to the VUV signal.
These asymmetric peaks will be discussed in more detail in the next section.

3.1.2 Fitting of the Resonance Features

The section about Fano resonances in the background chapter (3.1.2) gives an
insight about theoretical description of certain types of asymmetric features
in electron spectra. These features appear due to an interference between
the outgoing electron wave function of two different processes resulting in
one and the same final energy state of the system. The quantum systems
described in the presented example are neon-krypton clusters, the same as
is observed here experimentally. The interfering processes mentioned are,
firstly, the direct photoionization of a neon atom in a heterogeneous Ne-Kr
cluster resulting in a photoelectron and a UV photon, which is emitted by
the consecutive RCT. And, secondly, the resonant excitation of a Ne 2s elec-
tron into a np shell, which is followed by an Auger decay emitting an Auger
electron and, again, the RCT emitting an UV photon. Both processes end
up in the same final state Ne+Kr+ and both processes emit an UV photon
and an electron. The electron is, in the first case, described by a continuous
distribution of eigenstates (depending on the exciting-photon energy), while
in the latter process only discrete eigenstates are possible resulting in defined
electron energies independent of the exciting-photon energy.
The argumentation for the presented data is as follows. The interference, de-
scribed by Fano’s formula for electrons, is quantum mechanically entangled
to the consecutively emitted photons of the two processes. Which means,
the UV fluorescence spectrum should contain peak shapes resembling Fano
resonances, as well, whereas, the VUV detector should not show any asym-
metric peak shapes, because only the photons that are emitted by the photon
cascade following rICD (compare 2.4) should be found in the energy region
covered by the VUV detector.
The data represented in A.2, indeed, show characteristics that would match
the argumentation above.
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Figure 3.2: Multifit of a series of Gaussian curves to the VUV data (lower
panel) and multifit of a series of Fano resonances to the UV data (upper
panel). The position of the resonance determined by the respective fits are
shown as vertical lines in the graph.

In order to improve the evidence for this, the VUV and UV data are fit-
ted with appropriate functions and the position of the resonance peaks are
determined from the fit parameters. A sum of Gaussian curves gi(~ν)

G(~ν) = g1(~ν) + g2(~ν) + g3(~ν) + c (3.1)

is used to model the VUV signal. Each Gaussian is of the form
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gi(~ν) = aie
−

(~ν−Er,i)
2

2σi (3.2)

and corresponds to a peak at resonance energy Er,i in the data. The UV
signal can be fitted with Fano’s formula for the resonance asymmetric features
(equation (2.23)). This is done similarly by a superposition of three Fano
curves

F (~ν) = f1(~ν) + f2(~ν) + f3(~ν) + c , (3.3)

where the mathematical description of Fano’s curves from equation (2.23) is
re-written slightly with the definition of the reduced energy variable ε and
an additional fitting parameter σ accounting for the amplitude

fi(~ν) = σi

(
qi +

~ν−Er,i

Γi/2

)2

1 +
(

~ν−Er,i

Γi/2

)2 , (3.4)

with i ∈ [1, 2, 3]. Further, the data points are normalized to posses a maxi-
mum value of one in order to reduce the amount of fitting parameters needed.
It is expected to find the resonances for both signals at the exact same en-
ergetic location, since both (Fano’s description of the interference and the
rICD) depend on the location of the resonance energies Er for transitions
2s→ np. Figure 3.2 shows the data with corresponding fits.
The figure displays the measured data (black) and the fitted curves (blue),
as well as the position of each resonance peak (labelled with I, II and III).
The gray area around the resonance position in the UV signal (upper panel)
represent uncertainties of the fit parameter Er,i. These are also plotted in
the lower panel for the VUV signal, though, the uncertainties are comparably
small here and difficult to see.
The resonances of both fits match relatively well, especially considering the
uncertainty of the Fano’s fit. The exact fit parameter obtained are shown in
table 3.1
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Table 3.1: Fitting parameters obtained from the optimized curves shown in
figure 3.2. The abbreviation a.u. standing for arbitrary units, which is used,
if the value was not quantitatively relevant for the further analysis.

fit parameter Fano Peak I Peak II Peak III

Er / eV 45.945(19) 46.90(18) 47.33(19)
Γ / eV 0.62347(19) 0.70(11) 0.268(5)
q / a. u. 1.160 (10) 0.74(4) -0.05(4)
σ / a.u. -0.04124(17) -0.0477(7) -0.0391(5)
c / a.u. 1.0562(5)

fit parameter Gauss

a / a.u. 0.115(4) 0.0304(15) 0.0068(15)
Er / eV 45.894(6) 46.9143(4) 47.381(16)
σ / a.u. 0.2417(7) 0.079(5) 0.073(17)
c / a.u. 0.7965(16)

Looking at the fit parameters the resonance positions in both signals for
the second (II) and third resonance (III) do not differ significantly. The
resonances for the first peak display a small difference between VUV and
UV signal, which is not covered by the uncertainties. This might be due to
the fact that only statistical uncertainties of the fitting are considered here,
while systematic uncertainties (e.g. inaccuracies during measurement) are
not included.
From the NIST database [33] one can find the atomic resonance position
and compare the experimental energy calibration to these values using the
slit current. This, indeed, shows that the atomic resonances for neon lie
where literature suggests and is shown in the appendix (A.3).
Also, neon 2s excitations of cluster have already been investigated before
using electron spectroscopy ([34]). Compared to atomic signals, the cluster
resonances are energetically shifted and it is stated that the 2s → 3p tran-
sition is not observable. One can compare the values Er,n,clust from Flesch
et. al. ([34]) to the values obtained by fitting in order to assign the resonant
features. Here, n denotes the resonant transition into the np state
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Er,3,clust = 46.27 eV

Er,4,clust = 47.08 eV

Er,5,clust = 47.54 eV

Er,6,clust = 47.79 eV . (3.5)

Looking at the resonance energies Er,i determined by fitting (3.1) and the
literature values for atoms (A.1) and for clusters (3.5), it is difficult to assign
the measured peaks accurately. It is known that the resonance energy shift
towards lower energies for increasing cluster size and including the previous
observation of the 2s → 3p transition missing in cluster, the peaks can be
assigned as follows

Er,1 = (45.945± 0.019) eV : 2s→ 4p (3.6)

Er,2 = (46.90± 0.18) eV : 2s→ 5p (3.7)

Er,3 = (47.33± 0.19) eV : 2s→ 6p . (3.8)

As can be seen, the assignment is not corresponding well to the values by
Flesch et al. While Er,2 and Er,3 could, as well, be assigned to the transitions
2s → 4p and 2s → 5p, respectively, the measured peak Er,3,atom < Er,1 <
Er,3,clusters lies between the literature value of atoms and clusters. Within
their confidence interval Er,2 and Er,3 are, actually, identical with Er,4,clust
and Er,5,clust. Nevertheless, the fit parameter for the resonance energy Er,1
is significantly different from both Er,3,atoms and Er,3,clust. Taking this into
account, the assignment (3.8) seems most plausible. Additionally, the en-
ergetic shift of the resonances within a cluster depends on the cluster size,
therefore slight differences in the absolute quantity of the resonances between
this work and literature (like [34]) could be explained by examination of dif-
ferently sized clusters. The qualitative behaviour of the energy shifts remains
the same. Flesch and colleagues described a blue shift of the lowest 2s exci-
tation (2s → 3p) and a red shift for all higher excitations, when comparing
atomic and cluster signals. This can be seen here, as well.
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3.2 rICD Signal in NeKr Cluster Coincidence

Data

This chapter will present the data recorded at a BESSY II beamtime in
February 2018. The PIFS setup in combination with a magnetic bottle
(shown schematically in figure 2.7) was used to measure photons and elec-
trons in coincidence.

3.2.1 Overview of Recorded Coincidence Data

As mentioned in the experimental setup section, the incoming particles on
the detectors are correlated by analysis software in order to assign them to
a certain synchrotron bunch. This is achieved by a detection of the arrival
time of the particles at the detector after a synchrotron bunch hit the inter-
action region. By doing so photons and electrons that came within a certain
time interval after a synchrotron bunch are saved as coincident signals. The
measured time of flight (ToF) of the electrons presents information about
their kinetic energy.
The analysis software distinguishes between single detected particles (elec-
trons E or photons P ) and combinations of up to four particles in coincidence
within the same synchrotron bunch (electron-electron EE, electron-photon
EP , photon-photon PP , electron-electron-electron EEE, electron-electron-
photon EEP , and so on). The order of detection doesn’t play a role, since
photons will be detected more or less instantaneously after their creation in
the interaction region, while the electrons’ ToF will depend on their kinetic
energy Ekin inherited from their process of origin.
The coincidence map showing the time of flight of electrons and the photon
signal for EP coincidences measured with homogeneous neon clusters and
exciting synchrotron energy ~νoff = 46.8 eV is shown in figure 3.3.
The figure consists of three graphs. The central quadratic area is the co-
incidence map. This map displays dots at certain positions corresponding
to a coincident electron-photon pair. The coordinates on the map show the
electron’s ToF and the photons detection time. The map shows a certain
symmetry. This is because the map was created using two consecutive syn-
chrotron bunch excitations. This means after one bunch length tb ≈ 800 ns
the signal in the map corresponds to the following bunch and always two
consecutive bunches are stored in the same dataset array. The data points
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in the map are binned accumulating the data within a bin of wbin = 1 ns.
The upper and right panel of figure 3.3 illustrate the integrated electron spec-
trum and photon signal along the respective axis. The color bar in the upper
right corner shows the intensity of the bins in the coincidence map.
The exciting-photon energy ~νoff = 46.8 eV lies below the resonances regard-
ing the 2s→ np transitions (see literature and fitted values in section 3.1.2,
equations (3.5) and (3.8)). This means, the most prominent feature expected
should be the 2p photo electron peak in the electron spectrum with a kinetic
energy of I2p − ~νoff ≈ 25 eV. This feature can be seen in the time of flight
map (3.3) as weak vertical lines at around 200-300 ns and 1000-1100 ns elec-
tron ToF. These lines are seen in the electron’s integrated spectrum (upper
panel) as strong peaks on the logarithmic scale.
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Figure 3.3: Coincidence map for electron-photon detection after off-resonant
excitation of neon clusters (~νoff = 46.8 eV). Upper panel: integrated elec-
tron time of flight spectrum. Right panel: integrated photon detection signal.

The broad feature that appears next to the photo electron peak to longer
electron ToF, consists of slower electrons with a wider distribution of kinetic
energy. Such a signal is expected from theory and previous experiments ([16]
,[15]) to be created by ICD electrons (or more precisely in this case rICD
electrons). These features should become more prominent in comparison to
the photo electron peak for resonant exciting photon energies ~νresonant ≈
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47.05 eV. Figure 3.4 shows the coincidence map in the resonant excitation
regime.
It can be seen that the broad feature next to the photoelectron peak is
enhanced in the resonant excitation case (figure 3.4) when comparing it to the
off-resonant map in figure 3.3. To explicitly find the energy of the electrons
contained in this feature it is needed to calculate the kinetic energy from the
ToF of electrons. This and further analysis of the data will be done in the
following section.
The four areas separated by dashed lines in figure 3.4 are used for further
analysis. It should be noted that the quadrants 12 and 21 cannot display
any true coincidences stemming from the same synchrotron excitation bunch.
This is due to the fact that data points in these quadrants correspond to
particles being emitted from two different excitation processes. Thus, these
coincidences do not tell anything about the processes of interest and are
termed random coincidences. These random coincidences contribute to the
statistical background signal (e.g slow electron from previous bunch measured
in coincidence with a photon from the next bunch). The other two regions, 1
and 2, show the same signal, but include the true coincidences of two particles
created within the same bunch. This will be used in further data processing
steps.
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Figure 3.4: Coincidence map for electron-photon detection after resonant
excitation of neon clusters (~νresonant = 47.05 eV). The dashed lines marking
four distinct regions. Region 1 and 2 represent the areas of the map in which
real coincidences from the first and second bunch are present. Regions 12
and 21 display either random coincidences between particles from created by
different bunches or statistical background, but no true coincidences from a
single event of origin.
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3.2.2 Analysis of rICD in NeKr Clusters using Coin-
cidence Maps

The data presented in the previous section can be calibrated using a set of
calibration measurements. The magnetic bottle uses guiding magnetic fields
for the electrons. These are controlled by applied voltages to the magnetic
bottle coil and its field influences the detected time of flight by accelerat-
ing and retarding the electrons. Therefore, it is necessary to do calibration
measurements for each set of magnetic bottle parameters used for the actual
measurements. Each measurement consists of a scan over various exciting
energies. Single electron spectra are recorded, which will display a pho-
toelectron peak from 2p ionized neon. The peak’s position moves along the
ToF-axis in dependency of the exciting-photon energy (see chapter 2.1). This
dependency between exciting-photon energy and ToF of the photo electron
peak is used to find a calibration function in order to calibrate the recorded
ToF data to the corresponding kinetic energy of the electrons. The cali-
bration measurements and fit of the calibration function are shown in the
appendix A.0.3.
The coincidence maps calibrated for kinetic energy of the electrons can be
seen in the appendix, as well, in figure A.5 in the case of resonant and
off-resonant excitation. The figures show only the quadrant 1, since the cal-
ibration is done separately for the different quadrants of the ToF maps.
The figure 3.5 shows only the electron spectra (upper panel) from the cali-
brated maps (see appendix figure A.5) in the resonant (solid green line) and
off-resonant (dashed red line) case. This allows an estimation of the pre-
viously mentioned features from the ToF maps. The most prominent peak
in the electron’s kinetic energy spectrum would be expected to be the 2p
photoelectron signal. This agrees very well with the prediction for its kinetic
energy Ekin,photo ≈ 25 eV, as can be seen in the figure 3.5. The broader fea-
ture to lower energies corresponds to the feature discussed for the ToF map.
The energies of rICD electrons for neon cluster systems are already studied
[16] and are believed to be in the energy range of roughly ErICD ≈ 1 eV−4 eV.
Although, the resolution is not high, the feature in the integrated electron
spectra of figure 3.5 next to the photo electron peak towards low energies
seems to inhibit a peak around the expected ErICD region (region ’I’ between
dashed black lines). The second region (’II’) marked in the figure can most
likely be attributed to scattered photoelectrons and will be discussed in the
appendix. The spectra are normalized to the area beneath the curves.
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Figure 3.5: Electron spectra of electrons measured in coincidence with a
photon after resonant (green solid line) and off-resonant (dashed red line)
photoexcitation of NeKr clusters. The x axis shows the kinetic energy of the
measured electrons and the y axis shows the normalized count rate. In the
energy region denoted with ’I’ rICD electrons are expected. The feature in
region ’II’ is believed to be due to scattered photoelectrons.
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For further analysis two steps are implemented in order to enhance the rICD
signal compared to statistical background. Firstly, the data are filtered for a
minimum photon detection time in order to cut out the strong feature seen
in the photon spectra in the right panels. This feature might be due to ran-
dom coincidence events between the synchrotron beam reflected within the
interaction chamber and free electrons. The filtering is done by excluding all
coincidence events having shorter photon detection times than the peak in
the integrated photon detection time spectrum. The value for the first bunch
cut-off coff,1 = 74.4 ns is determined by a zoom into the region of the map
(figure A.7). The cut-off value for the second bunch can be calculated from
the bunch length coff,2 = coff,1 + tB.
The following figure 3.6 shows the same electron spectrum after the filter for
photon detection times is applied. Comparing this figure to the previous, un-
filtered spectra (see 3.5, the feature in regions ’I’ and ’II’ are more prominent
compared to the photoelectron peak.
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Figure 3.6: Electron spectra of electrons measured in coincidence with a
photon after resonant (green solid line) and off-resonant (dashed red line)
photoexcitation of NeKr clusters. Only data points with photon detection
times of 74.4 ns (first bunch) and 874.4 ns (second bunch) were considered.
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The second method to enhance the signal of rICD, is to sum up the separately
calibrated bunches 1 and 2 of the original ToF map and subtract the bunches
12 and 21

M = b1 + b2 − (b12 + b21) , (3.9)

where M is the resulting coincidence map, which was statistically cleansed
of false coincidences by summing up the data of the quadrants bi.
This method uses the argumentation that the mentioned background signal
caused by random coincidences is of statistical nature and can be found in
each quadrant of the coincidence map with same probability, but the true
coincidence events are only found in the quadrants 1 and 2. Therefore, by
performing the calculation presented in (3.9), it is possible to improve the
ratio of true to random coincidences. This, again, helps enhance the signal
of a coincidence event of interest compared to more prominent processes that
do not produce coincident particles.

Following the data processing steps described above, figure 3.7 is created.
The photoelectron peak should be removed, because its signal would be ex-
pected to be of same intensity in each bunch bi equalling out for the sum M .
It can be seen that this is in principle the case, but the low statistics of the
experiment create some leftover signal where the photoelectron peak was.
In contrast, the features attributed to coincident events (i.e. the suspected
rICD peak) should be enhanced by calculating the sum M . This is due to
the fact that the peak should not explicitly show in the off-diagonal bunches
b12 and b21. This result of the analysis procedure is evident in figure 3.7. Be-
tween the off-resonant and resonant excitation map there is, now, a marginal
difference observable in the low kinetic energy regime of the electron spec-
tra. The electro spectrum after resonant excitation (green solid line) displays
two features in the low kinetic energy regime. The first is seen at roughly
Ekin ≈ 2 − 5 eV matching the prediction of rICD electrons. The second
prominent feature can be seen at just below 10 eV and is slightly vaguer
than the suspected rICD signal. This peak could be identified as a feature
discussed in the same earlier experiments [16]. Barth et al. explained these
electrons as 2p photo electrons scattered within the cluster which thereby are
shifted to lower kinetic energies. In addition, this claim is supported by the
exciting photo energy dependency of this peak, which is expected for emitted
electrons produced directly by interaction with the incoming radiation. This
dependency can be observed in figure A.6 in the appendix.
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It should be noted that the photo electron peak is evidently weaker than
before the analysis step, even weaker than the rICD signal.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison between electron spectra from singly detected elec-
trons (lower panel) and electrons measured in coincidence with a photon
(upper panel). Both panels show a spectrum for an initial resonant (green)
and off-resonant (red) excitation.
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In order to compare the resonant and off-resonant measurements and the co-
incidence data with single particle detection figure 3.7 summarizes these. The
panel titled ’single electron detection’ shows the electron spectra recorded for
single particle detection after resonant and off-resonant excitation. The up-
per panel of figure 3.7 displays the electron spectra of electrons measured
coincidently with photons. Both spectra are evaluated following the steps
described above. All spectra were normalized in respect to their covered

area being A
!

= 1.
The single electron spectra (lower panel) show the same behaviour as was
stated by Barth et al., who measured the single electron spectra, as well.
The rICD electron peak (marked with ’I’) is clearly becoming more promi-
nent in the resonant excitation regime, while the second peak associated with
the scattered 2p photo electrons (marked with ’II’) is increasing only very
slightly.
The upper panel shows the exact same marked regions to guide the eye. The
photo electron peak (Ekin,2p ≈ 25 eV) that is the dominating feature in the
lower panel, is in the same order of magnitude as the rICD feature for the
coincident electron spectra.
The two features in the low kinetic energy range are hard to distinguish in
the coincident electron spectrum. Only with prejudice an enhancement of the
rICD feature is observable. Further, the peak attributed to scattered pho-
toelectrons (II) seems slightly stronger in the resonant case. Maybe this is
an artefact of the coincidence measurements and the mentioned synchrotron
reflection line in the coincidence maps. However, the statistics of the mea-
surement is too weak in order to make any substantial quantitative claims
from the presented data.
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Chapter 4

Conclusion and Outlook

The data presented and fitted in 3.2 is of high interest. Although, the statis-
tics of the experiment were not very high, it displays evidence for a correlation
between emitted photons and electrons of atomic processes that has not been
investigated before. Namely, the Fano-like shape of resonance peaks, that are
associated with a quantum mechanical interference of different emitted elec-
trons. It would be very intriguing to further identify, if these interferences
really manifest themselves in the photon signal, too, as it is interpreted in
this work.
This effect is very interesting for developing a better understanding and intu-
ition concerning fundamental quantum mechanical processes, but also might
serve as a tool that can be exploited in order to investigate different phe-
nomena. For example, it might be possible to use this kind of interference of
emitted photons on a background signal in order to determine cross sections
for the underlying mechanisms. For such a procedure one first would need
to identify and quantify competing process (like rICD in this case) and other
parameters like condensation rates of the particles within the cluster. Further
investigations using techniques described in previous analysis of fluorescence
data (i.e. in [29]) might identify cross sections of radiative interatomic pro-
cesses like the RCT in neon-krypton clusters.
Another possibility are dispersed photon measurements in order to have more
detailed wavelength resolution. This would allow for filtering photons of
specific wavelengths and eventually enhance the signal which is searched for
(similarly to filtering methods presented in the chapter regarding coincidence
measurements). However, technical difficulties lower the efficiency of measur-
ing fluorescence signals compared to charged particles. These can be guided
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towards the detector using setups like the magnetic bottle. But for now the
statistics are too low making dispersed detection for some of these processes
impractical due to way too long measurement times.
Furthermore, a theoretical modelling for the entanglement of the emitted
electron’s and photon’s wave function would be of great use in order to val-
idate the claim that Fano’s interference mechanism manifest themselves in
the RCT photon emission of neon-krypton cluster.

Even though, the coincidence data analysis demonstrated on the previous
pages does not show precise evidence for interatomic processes, it is still
inevitable to agree that the combination of charged particle and fluores-
cence detection is a strong experimental tool. The measurement of multiple
bunches and the processing of these to eliminate random or false coincidences,
as shown in figure 3.7, is suited to find relatively weak signals compared to
the background. This can be seen by the increased signal strength of the low
kinetic electrons associated with rICD compared to the photo electron peak
(upper panel figure 3.7).
The evaluated experiment, however, demonstrates a weakness of coincidence
experiments involving fluorescence spectroscopy, the low statistical resolu-
tion. Coincidence events underlie the mechanisms of stochastic. The de-
tectors do not posses a perfect detection efficiency. And most of all, unlike
charged particles, photons are hard to guide generally resulting in a lower
solid detection angle for photons. These aspects, among others, could have
been improved for the performed experiments. An immediate improvement
could be a longer measuring time for collecting more events and thereby in-
crease the signal strength of true coincidence events compared to statistical
background.
A more complicated approach is to improve the solid angle of photon detec-
tion and, therefore, the probability to detect true coincidence events. This
can be realized by designing some mirror setup which helps guiding the pho-
tons towards the detector. The challenge for such a construction lies not
only within the needed precision during production, but also in the design of
a geometry that does not interfere with the magnetic bottle. Such a setup
was constructed and tested in the AGE [25]. Future improvements for co-
incidence data acquisition (as presented in this work) could be achieved by
including this mirror.
As a last attempt to justify the ambiguity of the electron spectrum achieved
from coincident electron-photon events (figure 3.7) might mention the rather
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large variance for the position of resonance energies in clusters. The energy
landscapes of particles bound to cluster are shifted depending on the cluster
size. As seen in figure A.6, the resonance energy of the 2s→ 4p transition in
the cluster systems seem to be just below 47.1 eV which is very close to the
literature value (3.5). The size of the cluster in the experiment can vary de-
pending on the cluster source parameters. Between the measurements shown
in this work the cluster source parameters have been altered and a more pre-
cise knowledge of the these would be required to find the exact resonance
energies and compare different excitation energy regimes.

Fluorescence measurements and the analysis of data recorded with such were
at the heart of this thesis. The weakness due to its lower resolution compared
to charged particle spectroscopy was demonstrated.
Fluorescence spectroscopy, however, brings great advantages for studying in-
teratomic processes. The search for Fano resonances in the fluorescence sig-
nal of neon-krypton clusters demonstrated how photon signals can be used
to discriminate different interatomic processes or even discover mechanism
for which other methods would be blind. Here RCT could be seen in the flu-
orescence signal, while the emitted electrons from the previous ionization of
the cluster system would be identical to atomic signals. Moreover, RCT and
rICD signals were separated by choosing two detectors sensitive for different
photon energies regarding the theoretical expected wavelengths of respective
emitted photon. This can further be improved by introducing dispersed pho-
ton measurements.
The most intriguing outcome from this part of the analysis is the mani-
festation of the Fano resonances in the fluorescence spectrum. The Fano
interference is thought to be an effect caused by interfering electron waves,
but can apparently also be observed in other particles, in this case photons,
emitted in the same process. This lead might be interesting to follow in
order to gain more understanding of quantum mechanical systems and the
entanglement of its constituent particles.
Further, the coincidence experiments give an insight how effective filtering
for multiple particles that are supposed to be emitted by the same process
can be in order to enhance a signal compared to other more prominent fea-
tures. This is, explicitly, for rICD feature shown in ??, which is the most
prominent peak after the analysis steps. This means that although the ex-
periment couldn’t demonstrate an advantage in unambiguously identify the
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feature when compared to the single electron spectra (figure 3.7) the meth-
ods proved themselves principally working.
The overarching goal of this thesis was the exemplary presentation of fluo-
rescence data in general and its combination with other techniques in coinci-
dence experiments. It was focused on the data analysis of such recorded data
and successfully demonstrated which obstacles one faces. What is more, is
the authors hope that also the advantages of fluorescence spectroscopy, its
versatile nature and the possibility to combine it with different measurement
techniques was carved out. And most importantly, that this thesis might
serve as a first contact for anyone new to this topic in the AG Ehresmann.
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Appendix A

Appendix

A.0.1 Mirror Current

The raw photon count of both used detectors and the mirror current recorded
at the beamline are shown in figure A.1. The mirror current was used to
normalize the photon count.
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Figure A.1: Count rate of the photon detector (black lines) and mirror cur-
rent (gray lines) in dependency of the exciting-photon energy. The upper
panel shows the detected signal for an energy range in the UV energy range,
while the lower panel shows a signal in the VUV domain.

The following figure A.2 shows a second measurement concentrating on
the exciting-photon energy region around Neon’s 2s→ np resonances.
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Figure A.2: Recorded fluorescence data in the UV (upper panel) and VUV
(lower panel) regions. The x axis shows the exciting-photon energy around
the 2s → np resonances of neon. The y axis shows the respective detector
counts normalized to the synchrotron’s mirror current.

A.0.2 Slit Current

The following figure A.3 shows the slit current measured and representing
atomic neon Auger electron features. Four of these features were numbered
(I − IV ) and fitted with Fano shapes.
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Figure A.3: Slit current displaying Fano resonances due to the atomic neon
auger processes happening (black line). The fano features were multifitted
with four resonances (blue curves, numbered I−IV ). The yellow lines display
the resulting position of the resonances.

The four fitted peaks included too many parameters for a quick fit. For this
reason, the first three peaks were fitted by a sum of Fano’ peaks just like in
equations (3.3) and (3.4). The peak number IV was fitted with a single Fano
peak shape and an offset. This method produces a discontinuity between
peak III and IV , which is not further important for the consideration of the
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resonance positions. The resonance frequencies obtained by the fit are

Er,I = (45.531± 0.008) eV

Er,II = (47.097± 0.006) eV

Er,III = (47.7± 0.5) eV

Er,IV = (47.94± 0.08) eV .

Comparing these to the literature ([33]) values for the energy Er,n,atom of
electronic resonant transitions 2s→ np with n = 3, 4, 5, 6 in atomic neon

Er,3,atom = 45.55 eV

Er,4,atom = 47.12 eV

Er,5,atom = 47.69 eV

Er,6,atom = 47.97 eV , (A.1)

one can quickly see that the values correspond very nicely to the determined
resonance frequencies of the Fano shaped features. This is evidence for a
correct energy calibration of the beam line.

A.0.3 Calibration

Figure A.4 shows the consecutive steps of the calibration graphically using
gaseous nein. The magnetic bottle voltages during the presented calibration
measurement were the same (4/4/2.1/0.1 V) as in the resonant excitation
energy measurement presented in figure 3.4. Figure A.4a is a presentation
of calibration data. For each exciting energies Eex within the scan an elec-
tron spectrum was recorded (shown by the coloured lines). The energy was
scaned in half eV-steps over the interval Eex ∈ [22, 28]eV and in whole eV-
steps from Eex = 28 eV to Eex = 46 eV. The two bunches are observed
separately (upper panel: bunch 1; lower panel: bunch 2). The position of
the 2p photoelectron in each spectrum is calculated, which is fairly simply,
since the peak is expected to be the most prominent feature.
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(a) photo electron peak tof

(b) excitation energy vs electron tof (c) final function

Figure A.4: Calibration broken down into three steps. (a) determination
of 2p photo electron peak depending on exciting photon energy for each
bunch. (b) Fitting of the photoelectron ToF vs exciting energy diagramm.
(c) Resulting calibration function.
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The next step, shown in A.4b, is to find the calibration function by deter-
mining the photo electon’s tof dependency on the exciting photon energy.
Both values should be related by the fundamental kinetic energy expression
Ekin = 1

2
mv2. By introducing the length L of the drift tube and the measured

time of flight ttof = t of the electrons this expression becomes

Ekin =
1

2
m

(
L

t

)2

. (A.2)

A calibration function E1/2 for each bunch 1 and 2 based on the relation
above is approximated as

E1/2 =
a1/2

(t− t0,1/2)2
+ E0,1/2 , (A.3)

where a1/2, T0,1/2 and E0,1/2 are fitting parameters, while t is the measured
tof. The fit can be seen in the figure A.4b for each bunch separately and the
final calibration function E is a combination of both calibration functions E1

and E2

E =

{
E1, if t < tB

E2, if t ≥ tB
. (A.4)

The final calibration function is shown in A.4c. The function yields unrea-
sonably high kinetic energies for t < 200 ns and 800 ns < t < 1000 ns. This
collides with the fundamental concept of energy conservation, since the emit-
ted electrons are not able to gain more energy than was introduced into the
system by the synchrotron radiation. This divergence can be explained by
the narrow width of time of flights that was covered by the 2p photo electron
signal in the calibration scan (area within the gray lines in figure A.4a). This
could be improved using a bigger scanning range or secondary features that
cover different times of flight regimes. For the calibration in this case, the
calibrated data exceeding the excitation energy were disregarded.
The raw electron tof data point from measurements involving the same mag-
netic bottle parameter setting are converted into kinetic energies of the elec-
tron using the calibration function. The same is done analogously for other
measurements with different magnetic bottle settings.
The following figure A.5 show the calibrated electron-photon coincidence
maps.
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(a) off-resonant excitation (b) resonant excitation

Figure A.5: Calibrated coincidence maps for the first bunch. The different
maps show different excitation energies of the synchrotron beam. One energy
lying on the 2s→ 4p resonance and one slightly off.

A.0.4 Energy Scan

Figure A.6 shows the electron spectrum recorded for each energy step during
the scan in a colour map. The energy was scanned from 46.8 eV up to
47.2 eV in 0.01 eV-steps. The electron spectra were binned with a bin width
of wb = 0.1 eV.
Despite the low resolution, the total electron signal for each exciting energy
step (right panel) shows the same fano-like peak shape around the 2s → 4p
resonance as was discussed in the fluorescence section of the analysis chapter
3.1.
The two features mentioned in the coincidence chapter 3.2 are marked by
dashed lines in the upper panel, which is the integrated electron spectrum
over all exciting energies in the scan. The broad feature named rICD was
assigned to the electrons produced by the rICD and the second peak by 2p
photo electrons that were scattered within the cluster by literature [16]. In
the colour map the dependence of the scatter 2p peak on the exciting photon
energy is present. The peak and the minimum between the peaks are shifting
to higher kinetic energies with higher exciting energies. The two dashed lines
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Figure A.6: Colour map of electron kinetic energies in dependency on the
exciting photon energy.

in the map are suppose to guide the eye as vertical lines in order to visualize
this phenomenon in the data.
Lastly, the rICD peak seems to have a maximum in the vicinity of the res-
onance energy when looking at the intensity of the colour map. This corre-
sponds with expectations about this interatomic process.
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A.0.5 Cut-Off

In order to determine the photon detection time cut-off, the coincidence maps
are enhanced around the strong photo lines seen in figure 3.3. The cut-off
is chosen such that most of the line is not included in further data analysis,
but keeping minimal loss of the total signal to not weaken the resolution.

Figure A.7: Zoom into the coincidence map of electron-photon events created
after off-resonant neon cluster excitation.
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